Dear Bjarne and Sophia,
I am pleased and honoured to be given this opportunity to share my experiences, knowledge and love for this beautiful
country with you. It has been my dream for a long time to do the work I’m doing, but lately I have realised there is
more to it. Namibia is not just a stepping stone in my career as for most pilots; over time I realised this was a step onto
prepared soil from the start, and now I’m ready to plant my roots and grow this passion into a lifetime adventure.
My presentation of our Namibian tour will be based on my own experiences, knowledge and love for the country. The
information I’m giving you is not sourced from someone sitting in the office, but rather a diary of Namibia through
my eyes; from below and also from soaring above.
To me, what makes Namibia the attraction it is today is something unique which not a lot of countries can claim to
have. Namibia is a vast country which is filled with more different landscapes between its borders than I have ever
heard of anywhere else. The Northern part is divided from Angola by the strong flow of the Kunene River and in the
South divided from South Africa by the diamond-rich waters of the Orange River. In between these two rivers North
and South is what stole my heart: flat plains stretching further than your eyes can see; towering deserts covering
whatever secrets lies beneath; valleys all flowing parallel towards the Atlantic; mystical fairy circles covering the
whole face of Namibia; canyons carving Namibia’s unique fingerprints into the soil of Africa; traditional inhabitants
still exercising their original cultures; more minerals planted in the soil of Namibia than used to build Namibia; Oryx’
the Cherubim roaming all over the face of Namibia, guarding it at all the borders; the King of the jungle fighting for
the survival of its pride and ensuring order in His kingdom; craters telling us stories of the heavens; Namib skies
embedded with ancient stories in the stars; golden, pink, purple, blue, green sunsets only seen Africa because you will
only experience such an dreamy affair at the place where you have lost your heart already.
Get ready for the journey…

“I am an African, not because I was born in Africa but because Africa is born in me” – Kwame Nkrumah

Windhoek

Windhoek is the capital of Namibia. Even though it is the largest city in Namibia, the total population is more
spread towards the North in the rural towns of Namibia. The population is said to be ± 400,000 in Windhoek in 2016
looking at the trend of growth during the last few census. Windhoek is the social, economic, political, and cultural
center of the country. Nearly every Namibian national enterprise, governmental body, educational and cultural
institution is headquartered here. Windhoek is known as a small city with a lot of life as it is home to most of
Namibia’s young working people. A city with little hate crimes as in its neighboring countries is proof of a possibility
to put things of the past behind and work on the future of all as equals. Namibia got its independence from South
Africa in 1990 and Sam Nujoma was sworn in as the first president of the Republic of Namibia. The Independence
museum can be visited in Windhoek.

Kalahari

The Kalahari is south of Windhoek approximately 2 hours’ drive. It is filled with red dunes as in Sossusvlei, but with
much more vegetation allowing more wild to make it their home. The Kalahari is rich in springboks, oryx’, eland,
kudu, duiker, blue- and black wildebeests, giraffes, hyenas, suricates(meerkatte), warthog, jackals and many birds
and reptiles. With beautiful clear skies, sunsets is a definite favourite for many in the Kalahari as it blends in with
the beautiful red sand on the horizon.

Fish River Canyon

The Fish River Canyon is the second biggest canyon in the world after the Grand Canyon in USA. The Fish River is
160 km long, up to 27 km wide and in places almost 550 meters deep.Where there are running water you will find
many species fish including koi fish. Euphorbia Virosa is a poisonous plant growing in many regions of Namibia
including Fish River Canyon. This plant is believed to be by many people the cause of the fairy circles found all over
Namibia and their theory could be well observed as the dying Euphorbia Virosa leaves a fairy circle-like form behind.
The canyon is the second most visited tourist attraction in Namibia after Sossusvlei.

Lüderitz

Lüderitz is a harbour town in the Karas Region of southern Namibia, lying on one of the least hospitable coasts in
Africa. It is a port developed around Robert Harbour and Shark Island. The town is known for its colonial
architecture, including some Art Nouveau work, and for wildlife including seals, penguins, flamingos and ostriches. It
is also home to a museum, and lies at the end of a currently decommissioned railway line to Keetmanshoop.

Kolmanskop

Kolmanskop (Afrikaans for Coleman's hill, German: Kolmannskuppe) is a ghost town in the Namib Desert in
southern Namibia, 10 kilometres inland from the port town of Lüderitz. It was named after a transport driver named
Johnny Coleman who, during a sand storm, abandoned his ox wagon on a small incline opposite the settlement. Once
a small but very rich mining village, it is now a popular tourist destination run by the joint firm NamDeb (NamibiaDe Beers). In 1908 the worker Zacharias Lewala found a diamond while working in this area and showed it to his
supervisor, the German railway inspector August Stauch. Realizing the area was rich in diamonds, German miners
began settlement, and soon after the German government declared a large area as a "Sperrgebiet", starting to exploit
the diamond field. Driven by the enormous wealth of the first diamond miners, the residents built the village in the
architectural style of a German town, with amenities and institutions including a hospital, ballroom, power station,
school, skittle-alley, theatre and sport-hall, casino, ice factory and the first x-ray-station in the southern hemisphere,
as well as the first tram in Africa. It had a railway link to Lüderitz. The town declined after World War I when the
diamond-field slowly exhausted and was ultimately abandoned in 1954.

Skeleton Coast

The Skeleton Coast is home to many many skeletons of stranded whales but also home to many stranded ships. The
oldest and biggest shipwreck is the Eduard Bohlen which wrecked in 1909 and is about 300 meters from the shoreline
towards the land. Between Luderitz and Swakopmund you will find the most shipwrecks which is still very visible
and also very well intact. There is no better way to explore the Skeleton Coast from air by small plane.

Sossusvlei

Sossusvlei is a salt and clay pan surrounded by high red dunes, located in the southern part of the Namib Desert, in
the Namib-Naukluft National Park of Namibia. The name "Sossusvlei" is often used in an extended meaning to refer
to the surrounding area (including other neighbouring vleis such as Deadvlei and other high dunes), which is one of
the major visitor attractions of Namibia. The name "Sossusvlei" is of mixed origin and roughly means "dead-end
marsh". Vlei is the Afrikaans word for "marsh", while "sossus" is Nama for "no return" or "dead end". Sossusvlei owes
this name to the fact that it is an endorheic drainage basin (i.e., a drainage basin without outflows) for the ephemeral
Tsauchab River.

Hartmann Valley

A wild and remote part of the vast Namib Desert, the Hartmann Valley can be explored in a number of ways. Nature
drives by open 4x4 vehicles offer immense desert vistas, and exploring on foot or by quad bike is a fun way to
experience this starkly beautiful area. Care is always taken to have as little impact on the delicate landscape as
possible. Walks and hikes through the mountain and river valleys reveal a land of contrasts. Boating on the Kunene
River offers Nile crocodile sightings and great birding. Visit the neighboring Marienfluss Valley after a rainy green
season, as both valleys become carpeted by grasses, interrupted only by the mysterious fairy circles found here for
many years. A cultural interaction with the local Himba people is very rewarding. One of the last true nomadic tribes
in the world, their traditions and dress are fascinating to witness.

Etosha National Park – Ongava Game Reserve

Etosha National Park spans an area of 22,270 square kilometres (8,600 sq. mi) and gets its name from the large
Etosha pan which is almost entirely within the park. The Etosha pan (4,760 square kilometres (1,840 sq. mi)) covers
23% of the area of the total area of the Etosha National Park. The park is home to hundreds of species of mammals,
birds and reptiles, including several threatened and endangered species such as the black rhinoceros. Sharing a
common boundary with Etosha National Park, Ongava is considered one of the finest private game reserves in the
region, enjoying global recognition for exceptional conservation, ground breaking research and exciting safari
experiences. In 1991, several families invested in the future by turning four unproductive cattle ranches in Northern
Namibia into a prolific 30,000-hectare private game reserve that is now a haven to large concentrations of wildlife.

Okonjima

Situated halfway between Namibia’s quaint capital city, Windhoek, and the Etosha National Park, the private
Okonjima Nature Reserve, nestled over 200 square kilometres amongst the imposing Omboroko Mountains, boasts
some of the most exceptional accommodation in Namibia, but the unequivocal highlights are the cheetah and
leopard safaris. There are unlimited opportunities to see these beautiful carnivores in their natural environment
within the huge Okonjima Nature Reserve, as well as to witness the critical conservation work undertaken by the
AfriCat Foundation, which researches and rehabilitates cheetahs, wild dogs, and hyenas.

Itinerary
Amsterdam - Windhoek

18 March 2017 – 1st April 2017
18 th – 19th March 2017

Arrive: 18 March 2017, 12:15 pm (KLM Amsterdam – Windhoek)
On arrival at Windhoek International Airport, a transfer will be waiting for you to transfer you to the Hilton Hotel
in the centre of the city. The Hilton hotel is a 5 star luxurious hotel which is walking distance to the craft market,
good restaurants and a shopping centre. Make sure that you are at the Hilton Hotel’s sky bar for sundowners at
18:30.
The Hilton Hotel has 3 exclusive restaurants to choose from: Centrum, D’vine and Ekipa of which Centrum and
Ekipa are open from morning till evening and D’vine only from 16:00 till 23:00.

Windhoek - Kalahari

19th - 21st March 2017

Depart Windhoek Eros airport: Sunday, 10:00 am
Accommodation: Kalahari Red Dunes Lodge – 2 Nights, (Inclusive: all meals, activities on itinerary, drinks during
activities.)

19th - After have breakfast at the Hilton Hotel a transfer will be ready to pick you up at reception at 09:15am. It is a
55 minutes flight to Kalkrand(Gurus) airstrip which is another 10 minutes’ drive from the lodge. Lunch will be served
between 12:30 and 14:30. Around 16:00pm, depending on the guide, you will go on a sundowner drive through the
beautiful Kalahari. The drive is between 3 – 4 hours long.
20th - You will go on a morning nature drive after breakfast approximately 2 hours long and a sundowner drive in the
afternoon for a duration of 3 – 4 hours.

Kalahari – Fish River Canyon

21 th - 23rd March 2017

Depart Kalahari: Tuesday, 09:30 am
Accommodation: Fish River Lodge – 2 Nights (Inclusive: all meals, activities on itinerary, drinks during activities.)
21st - After breakfast and a relaxing coffee, at 08:45, we will drive from the lodge to the airstrip. It is a 1 hour flight to
Fish River Canyon. We will enjoy a scenic flight to the airstrip as we enter the Fish River Canyon. A light lunch will
be ready for you during lunch time next to the pool with the magnificent view over the Fish River Canyon. In the
afternoon you can go on a sundowner drive approximately 2 hours in duration.
22nd – A wonderful off-road Canyon drive will depart very early in the morning after breakfast. You will see beautiful
viewpoints, go and swim in beautiful spring water in the canyon and you might spot some beautiful fish species as the
Koi fish. If you are feeling adventurous, there is a cliff of approximately 7 metres high you can attempt to jump off
into the beautiful blue water. This drive is approximately 7 hours long but definitely worth doing.

Fish River Canyon - Lüderitz

23rd – 24th March 2017

Depart Fish River Canyon: Thursday, 11:00 am
Accommodation: Lüderitz Nest Hotel – 1 Night (Includes Breakfast and Kolmanskop excursion. Excludes: lunch,
dinner)
23rd - We will have breakfast between 08:00 and 09:30. At 10:15 we will depart from the lodge after enjoying the
breath taking view of the Fish River Canyon for one last time. It is a 55 minute flight to Lüderitz. We will have a late
departure due to fog at the coast. Arrival at the Nest Hotel, you have the option of eating lunch at the Penguin
Seafood Restaurant promising a delicious meal. There are a few activities which we can discuss to be done in the
afternoon in Lüderitz. I would suggest we go for a walk on the beach. Dinner will also be served at the Penguin
Seafood Restaurant.

Lüderitz - Sossusvlei

24th – 26th March 2017

Depart Lüderitz: Friday, 12:00 pm
Accommodation: Sossusvlei Desert Homestead – 2 Nights (Inclusive: all meals, activities on itinerary, drinks during
activities.)
24th – After breakfast our transfer will be ready at 09:00 am to take us to Kolmanskop Ghost Town which starts at
09:30 am. We will be transferred from Kolmanskop to the airstrip for our scenic flight along the beautiful coastline of
Namibia with a total flight duration of 01:20. This part of the coastline is known as the “Sperrgebiet” and not

“Skeleton Coast” but it has the most beautiful shipwrecks to view. We will fly past Big Daddy Dune, Sossusvlei,
Dune 45 and Sesriem Canyon on our way to the lodge. Look forward to an exciting sundowner horse ride after lunch.
25th – We will have an early morning departure to the big dunes of Sossusvlei. You will see the points of interests you
flew over the previous days. Compare the size from above and below. You will have the opportunity to climb either
Big Daddy Dune or Dune 45. Big Daddy Dune is quite tough but believe me that it is worth it when you are on top
of the magnificent heap of sand. Lunch packs will be served at Sossusvlei. Make sure that you have sunscreen for the
sun but also long sleeve clothes which will help you with the windy drive to Sossusvlei in the morning and the sun
rays in the midday.

Sossusvlei – Serra Cafema

26th – 28th March 2017

Depart Sossusvlei: Sunday, 10:00 am
Accommodation: Serra Cafema – 2 Nights (Inclusive: Fully Inclusive.)
26th - At 09:20 we will drive from the lodge to the airstrip and fly to Swakopmund for fuel (01:10 Duration). From
Swakopmund we will fly to Hartmann Valley airstrip which in total is 02:30 flight time. Enjoy the tranquillity along
the Kunene River and maybe go for a walk of even a sun downer cruise on the boat.
27th – Enjoy a beautiful Nature in the breath taking Hartmann Valley in the morning and you will see deserts
flowing into the Kunene, vast plains covered with a void of air and the Cherubim of Namibia roaming on their
territory.

Damaraland - Ongava

28th – 30th March 2017

Depart Hartmann Valley: Tuesday, 09:30 am
Accommodation: Ongava Lodge – 2 Nights (Inclusive: Fully inclusive)
28th - After breakfast we will drive at 08:45 to the airstrip for a flight of 1 hour to Ongava. After lunch we will have
the opportunity to rest and thereafter go for an afternoon drive in Ongava Game Reserve and include sun downers as
well.
29th - After breakfast we will go on a morning drive to Etosha which will bring us back to the lodge ready for lunch.
After a little rest, be ready for an afternoon drive in Ongava Game Reserve again.
Ongava is known for its rhinos and also have a big population of lions in the reserve. It happens often that the
animals are widely spread in Etosha after the rain season as the water holes are filled all over the National Park. The
tour guides will do their best to find all the animals you would like to see. Ongava Game Reserve in the other hand
has such a big density of animals all year around.

Ongava - Okonjima

30th March 2017 – 1st April

2017

Depart Ongava: Thursday, 09:00 am
Accommodation: Okonjima – 2 Nights (Inclusive: Fully Inclusive)
30th – Before we embark on a flight for our last destination during our safari you can sleep late and enjoy the
tranquillity of the bush. The flight duration is 45 minutes to Okonjima. After lunch we will go on an afternoon drive
where the guides track the cheetahs and all will follow the tour guides to the cheetahs. Be still, move slowly and

enjoy the freedom in the safety provided in the Okonjima rehabilitation centre. After you took some pictures the tour
guide will further the tour looking for a very shy leopard. The drive’s duration is 2 – 3 hours long.
31st – Okonjima offers a few activities of which you can choose 1 activity for the morning and afternoon. Please
follow this link for more information (http://okonjima.com/activities/)

Okonjima - Windhoek - Amsterdam

1st April 2017

Depart Okonjima: Saturday, 10:00 am
Depart Windhoek: 17:25 pm
1st – For our last day on safari you can sleep late again and enjoy one more delicious African breakfast before you
depart to Belgium. The last flight back to Windhoek is 45 minutes. On arrival at Windhoek you will meet the
transfer whom will take you wherever you would like to go in Windhoek and around 13:00 pm your transfer will take
you for lunch somewhere in town which we can discuss and then at 14:00 pm drive to the International Airport for
your flight to Amsterdam.

TRAVEL TIPS
Flights
Your flights within Namibia will all be done by a Cessna 210. It is a 6 seater aircraft which is
very comfortable when you are only 2 people traveling together. Namibia is one of the driest
countries in the world – take a look at the colors of Namibia on Google Earth. Due to the heat
and instability of the air, it is advisable to fly in the morning time with a take-off time of
nothing later than 10:00 am to prevent experiencing a lot of turbulence. If you decide to fly
earlier due to turbulence, it won’t be a problem at all as this is a private charter; however you
might have to wait at the next lodge’s lounge if your room is not made yet. Enjoy sleeping late
on the days you’re flying.
Luggage
When you pack your luggage, make sure that you have your cash, laptop, credit cards and
other valuable items in your carry-on luggage as African countries have a reputation for
tampered-with bags. Do not leave sight of your luggage at any moment while in the airport
terminal.
Currency
The currency in Namibia is the Namibian Dollar. One Namibian Dollar is equal to one South
African Rand. South African Rand is accepted at any shop and lodge in Namibia. Some lodges
might accept US Dollars and Euros for extra drinks which is not included but the rate is very
high; so it is not advisable to use foreign money at the lodges. Most hotels and lodges accept
Visa and MasterCard, while American Express cards are being denied at most of the lodges
these days. Please feel free to tip your guides, staff and any other person on the tour that made
it special. The Namibian tourism industry’s salaries are of such that the people depend on
tipping.
Language
English is the official language in Namibia, while Afrikaans and German is widely spoken. It is
always fun to listen to the guides as they speak their traditional language, they won’t mind
entertaining you.
Wi-Fi & network coverage
Some of the lodges you’ll visit might have very bad coverage as it is located in very remote
areas. Most of the lodges have Wi-Fi but it is not always of very good quality. The lodges
normally use radio communication.

Power
Electricity in Namibia is at 240 Volts AC, therefore you will need both a converter and an
adapter. The most common plug types are the European/UK round 2-pins or 3-pins. At some of
the lodges they only rely on generator power and have one charging station for your phones,
laptops and cameras. Be sure to charge your equipment when you are at the lodge so that you
don’t have any disappointment as you might have the perfect shot and it dies on you. The use
of hairdryers and electric shavers might not always be possible in your rooms at all the lodges.
Food & Water
Food at the lodges is normally very good, especially thinking you might be sitting in the desert.
Breakfast, lunch and dinner will be served at times given to you by the lodge every day. In
addition there is normally tea time around 15:00 and snacks during your sundowners. You will
never go hungry on safari in Namibia! House wines are included at all lodges while in the urban
areas those won’t be included. Please refer to your itinerary to see at which lodges you are fully
inclusive; the lodge will also advise. When fully inclusive, all local beers, wines, soft drinks and
water are included and imported brands is normally excluded.
Clothing/Laundry
I will recommend comfortable clothing in khaki and neutral colors. Bright colors are not
recommended as you will be in the wild when traveling to the North. Make sure you have
warmer clothing for the chilly morning and evening drives. Wearing thin long sleeve clothing
while spending the day in the desert is not a bad idea at all.
Laundry can be done at all the lodges; however they might charge you a nominal fee. The
lodges which are booked as fully inclusive will not charge you anything for laundry. At certain
lodges they might not allow the washing of underwear due to local traditions.
Smoking
No smoking is allowed under any roof in Namibia according to law. Smoking is also prohibited
on game drives and boat cruises.
Mobile phone usage
Some lodges might specify that the use of mobile phones is prohibited in the lounge areas.
While on a game drive and you have coverage, please put your phone on silent to not give any
wild animals a fright if somebody calls you.
Sunscreen
Use it! Anything from 10:00 – 15:30 you will experience sun burn if you are in the sun without
covering and sunscreen. Wear a hat, sun glasses and something to cover your neck.

